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The FestivalÂ .With ‘Cabaret’, choreographer Susan Stroman brings her tell-tale power to the stage and sets it in a new and fantastical world, to great effect Cabaret. The classic musical of “life is a cabaret”, is a musical about the cabaret itself. In a nightmare show-business setting, the likes of Sally Bowles, Cliff Richard and Sammy Davis Jr. provide
the chorus. The performers are doing their best to entertain and take themselves seriously, but they’re not really sure who or what is the audience. It is this sense of confusion and enchantment in the line “life is a cabaret” that makes the show so revelatory. It’s just that the performance of the cabaret world that Cabaret takes place in has a unique

appeal. There is hardly a more thrilling theatre company in the world today than Susan Stroman, and these days she seems to be doing more shows than ever. Cabaret is both the coming-out party for Stroman and one of her most famous shows. It was first produced in 1973, and has been performed consistently ever since. Cabaret is her most
famous show, so it is no surprise to find it bounding with energy. It is a show that elicits the warmest of sympathies for the performers, and even delivers it on stage. Terence McNally has said he wrote it to be both truthful and fun. It is a show that involves the audience in a very deep and intimate way. At the same time as a quick-fire romp, there is
something quite melancholy about it, and we recognise this in the characters (whom we like much more than in any other Stroman show). It is a show that is difficult to categorise. The story involves the cabaret world in the 1950s, which is both a safe haven for artistic expression and a place of oppression for those who have no talent. The cabaret

is run by the tyrannical and bullying Max Linder, who was a film director and actor as well as a cabaret performer. Linder is great fun, an egomaniac and a masochist, and a definite tour de force in the role. The cabaret is the stage of every performer’s best nightmares, and Linder makes sure he isn’t standing in the way of the performers. For
instance, he deliberately
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to ChinaÂ . TIME LIFE In Hong Kong 97 Magazine Cracked Version. The Hong Kong 97 Festival started Oct. 18 and runs until Nov. 1. The Festival's concerts and cultural events will be mostly music and theater and cultural exhibits. (see pages 28-29) The festival is the first in a series of cultural festivals to be held during Hong Kong 97. '* ---- ... It will
run annually for 18 years in a row. Hong Kong 97, the government's antiradicalism campaign, is sponsored by and coordinated with the ruling Democratic (PAP) party. ------------ -- --- Hong Kong 97 .. Charles St., Room 868B, Hong Kong. 95 Joel Manuel, Box 6210, New York, NY 10021. 646-5241, FAX 646-5231. The Hong Kong 97 Festival brings

together youth, culture, and industry in seven centers in Hong Kong. The festival features a series of cultural, artistic, and educational events, including a series of outdoor youth forums, which are held in four public parks, and a continuous 14-day mobile cultural program. Kitson Liu, chairman of Hong Kong 97, said, "The festival will have large-scale
events in seven different centers, with more events, such as the concert series, this year. It will be the most extensive and popular and will attract more young people and young artists than ever before. There will be a series of outdoor youth forums. We plan to hold the first in the Victoria Park (Chan Ting Wai, Victoria Park) in the afternoon Oct. 18,
and the next one on Oct. 22 and 23 in Hong Kong 97's Tung Wah College (Yan Tai Chau, Sham Shui Po) â€”â€” the high school where we have held the festival for the past two years. (Note: The high school is adjacent to Tung Wah College). After a two-year break, we will return to Chung King Christian College ( Chung King Cheung ) Oct. 22 and 23.

Hong Kong 97 is the oldest and largest Chinese youth forum in the world. Young people of all races and nationalities come to Hong Kong to talk about social, economic, political and cultural issues. ."." -.-. The forum is a private event, with tickets (150 only) available only to registered students. " "The festival is also scheduled to be held in the
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LARRY (LARRY) BOWL : Chief... A./li ei. : '(JlÃ£r- tHUe-i.-i-i-s: 1 -Wl 111 Â . Opposi 15 The throng deepened at the top of the stairs last night when the youngÂ . July 2 :., at the end. The big questions the young people asked last night. were: "Where can I get food?" and. "Where can I stay?" They did. not seem to mind the oppressive heat,. they just
wanted a place to live and sleep. And, they said they weren't interested in the. "local groups" that have been formed to find local applicantsÂ . for the temporary housing. A long line of people. were waiting to get their ration books at the'police-run temporary reception. center in West Kowloon. Fifteen years ago the. long line of people. would have
been sleeping in tents in West Kowloon. It is estimated 1,200 people are sleeping at. the West Kowloon reception center each day and that the number has doubled since Sunday. '. Last night the reception center turned away all 1,600 applicants who arrived. Locals were. lined up to get what few ration cards were. distributed and the crowd even

started to disperse just before 8 p.m. On Sunday about 5,000 people had gathered around the reception center, with the same result. A spokesman for the government- run "struggle " committee said yesterday that there are 1,200 people are sleeping there at night and that the number. has doubled since Sunday. Many young people who had come
for the. 20, 000 per monthly ration cards,. began to loot from the stands set up for vendors. After 10 a.m. on Sunday.,, said they had given up on obtaining. anything more than a few dollars worth of. meat, "buns, eggs, bread or even just a cup of tea. They said they were on a hunger strike because they don't want the ration cards they are getting.

Some said they just wanted some food. They said they didn't need the food issued under the "5,000 person" card. Yesterday the "rally" by young people demanding the right to hold street protests continued, with the crowd swelling to about 15,000 people. But to no avail. Although the police had set up barricades, including people,
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Listen to Hong Kong 97 To Listen To Issue Cinema Village 12th Stâ€” 22 E. 12th St. (924-3363) Hong Kong 97 Magazine. Cinema Village 12th Stâ€” 22 E. 12th St. (924-3363) Hong Kong 97 Magazine. Through use of strong marketing efforts, "Tootsie" will be the nation's top grosser for the year. After a downbeat performance in the United States, it is
expected that the box office success '92's "Dirty Dancing" will greatly help the 1992 holiday season. Based on recent international box office results, and after seeing its $ 236. 5 million gross, "Tootsie" will produce $ 900 million to $ 1.3 billion in domestic grosses, according to "Variety's" sixth annual box office review. In looking at 1992's top

grosser and top 20 comedy films, "Dirty Dancing" could finish as high as third, behind "Tootsie" and "Ghost". From a gross of $ 236 million, "Tootsie" has grossed $ 926 million at the U.S. box office, compared with $ 598 million for '92's top grosser, "Dirty Dancing". That's less than the total grosses for the top 10 releases in 1992, which means more
movies could be seen in the '93 box office. Owen Wilson.. "Drama, Comedy, Romance" â€” Portrayed by Owen Wilson. '92's "Dirty Dancing" was a commerically hit dramedy with an Oscar- winning lead actor in Baby Lake.. "Broadway". 92's "The Nightmare Before Christmas" was a monster hit, starring Tim Burton. "Tootsie" is an original comedic

screenplay from Robert Pulcini. Early box office reports for "Tootsie", which made $ 2. 7 million in 20th Century Fox's limited theatrical release Sept. 22., are positive, but there is no way to know exactly how it will open with its wide release Nov. 1. "Tootsie" has received largely positive reviews, particularly for its casting, original storyline and
dancing. The story follows a professional woman and her female secretary, who begin a torrid affair. Wilson. who plays Melanie, develops a crush on his co-star, Jessica Lange.
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